Monday 13 July 2015

Lessons for the long term
If nothing else, the past few weeks and months have seen us all dust off our Greek idioms, phrases
and song lyrics. Permit me to use another one here! If you’re thinking that everything that’s going on
is “All Greek to me”, you’re not alone. So to help you forget about it for a little while, today I remind
you of good investing practices in any market.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, Tony Featherstone provides his latest update of our takeover
potential portfolio and Paul Rickard road tests a new fund about to be listed by K2 Asset Management
– it certainly has a very impressive past with annual returns of 25% since inception.
In Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, CSR and Nufarm get upgrades, and our Super Stock
Selectors like food this week – Tassal Group and Collins Foods are both make the list.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Resource sector ripe for consolidation
by Tony Featherstone
Key points
The resource sector badly needs
consolidation. The mining boom inevitably led
to a rush of junior explorers raising capital and
listing, and an even wider gulf between smalland mid-cap companies.
Predators like to swoop on quality assets like
South32 that can become significantly more
efficient, before those gains are in the
valuation.
Independence Group chose to add more
nickel to its portfolio through the acquisition of
Sirius, but its ambition could extend to
neighbour Gold Road Resources.
Nobody knows for sure how China’s economy will
slow or when the commodity-price rout will end. But
one certainty from the resources carnage is a spike in
mining takeovers.
Conditions are ripe for sharply higher mergers and
acquisition (M&A) activity across the sector. Key
commodities are trading at near 10-year lows,
valuations for many resource companies have been
slaughtered, and a lower Australian dollar will attract
offshore predators.
Talk that private equity firms and listed companies,
domestic and offshore, are running the rule over
mining assets suggests the resource sector’s nadir
could be in sight. The best time to invest in mining –
when new investment slows – is approaching.
The resource sector badly needs consolidation. The
mining boom inevitably led to a rush of junior
explorers raising capital and listing, and an even
wider gulf between small- and mid-cap companies.
The “tail” of ASX-listed resource stocks is probably
about five times too long.
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However, predators might well be sidelined from M&A
until the crashing Chinese sharemarket stabilises, the
Greek debt crisis subsides, and commodity prices
find a firmer footing. Resource assets that look
undervalued today could get a lot cheaper in the next
few months.
Moreover, M&A in resources is likelier in mid-tier
stocks, rather than the majors or junior explorers. The
big miners are under pressure to wind back capital
expenditure and return more cash to shareholders
through higher dividends, although Fortescue Metals
Group and BHP Billiton spin-off South32 are possible
takeover exceptions.
Here are three takeover ideas for the resources
sector:
South 32
The Switzer Report mapped out a positive long-term
view for South 32 in May, but argued the stock was
best left alone until the share register stabilised.
Higher-quality divestments have a habit of
underperforming in their first year and outperforming
after that. That view has so far followed the script,
with South32 falling from almost $2.40 to $1.78.
I was less convinced about South32’s takeover
appeal in May, but heavy price falls have put a bigger
target on its back. The financial press has speculated
that South32 could be a takeover target for private
mining venture X2 Resources, led by former Xstrata
chief Mick Davis.
South32 should have broader appeal, given it ticks
several takeover-target boxes. Predators like to
swoop on quality assets that can become significantly
more efficient, before those gains are in the valuation.
South32’s main attraction is the potential for cost
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savings and operational efficiencies, under new
management, and free from parent BHP Billiton,
which had other capital priorities.

gold producer that wants to get its hands on the
resource, and benefit from continued strength in the
Australian dollar gold price in the next 12-18 months.

South32’s base-metal focus appeals. The bulks,
such as coal and iron ore, arguably have a more
challenged long-term outlook, and several base
metals were smashed early in the commodity rout.
Several South32 mines also have potential mine-life
extension and higher output. It could be a neat
acquisition for a predator that gets in early, before
efficiency gains are realised.

Gold Road has eased from a 52-week high of 48
cents to 39.5 cents amid the pullback in Australian
shares in June and July. It traded above 70 cents in
July 2011.

Chart 1: South32

Among other mooted gold takeover targets, Regis
Resources and Doray Minerals stand out. Both have
good assets and look undervalued, but Gold Road is
the preferred target.
Chart 2: Gold Road Resources

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
Gold Road Resources
Consolidation in Australia’s gold sector, a rare bright
spot in mining this year, seems inevitable as a clutch
of impressive mid-term producers look to build
greater scale. Independence Group chose to add
more nickel to its portfolio through the acquisition of
Sirius, but its ambition could extend to neighbour
Gold Road Resources.
In May, Independence Group acquired a 3.7% stake
in Gold Road, sending the latter’s shares sharply
higher, and is thought to have lifted it to 4.9%. But
Independence’s acquisition of Sirius hosed down
speculation of a Gold Road takeover, at least in the
short term.
Gold Road fits the model for takeover candidates. It
announced in May a 44% upgrade to its 2014 maiden
mineral JORC resource at Gruyere, to 5.51 million
ounces of gold – ahead of market expectations.
Gruyere looks like a strong deposit and an asset that
potentially has significant strategic appeal to a larger
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Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
Nickel – Mincor Resources
Known for its high volatility, nickel has been a basket
case this calendar year, falling almost 30%. It shed
about 5% in one trading day in June and is now
trading near 10-year lows. The base metal, hit hard
early in the commodity collapse, keeps falling.
But more investment banks are upgrading their
forecasts for nickel, amid signs of constrained supply
and firming demand in the next 12 months. UBS, for
example, tips US$8 a pound in 2016, from below
US$5 a pound this week.
Granted, plenty of experts have been too early with
their call for a nickel recovery – and the risk of further
falls this year remains as China’s economy wobbles.
But the sector is starting to look cheap.
Independence Group, Sirius Resources and Western
Areas are the key players, followed by minnows
Mincor Resources and Panoramic Resources.
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Mincor is an interesting idea for speculators who can
withstand short-term volatility. In June it announced a
46% increase in its Upper Durkin North Mineral
Resource, a maiden resource for its Voyce discovery,
and has achieved good exploration results in all four
of its growth projects in the Kambalda district in
Western Australia.
Mincor is debt free, has a history of paying dividends,
and has two mines in Kambalda. The well-run
producer could be worth more in the hands of a larger
nickel producer that wants to add to its resources and
have a rising production profile as nickel strengthens
in the medium-term.
Mincor, loss-making at the current spot nickel price,
has excellent leverage to a nickel recovery and its
recent exploration results suggest further upside.
Mincor has fallen from a 52-week high of 88 cents to
58 cents.
Chart: 3: Mincor Resources NL

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
Takeover targets list
Like most stocks, the companies on the takeover
target list were buffeted by sharemarket falls in June
and July. South32, Gold Road Resources and Mincor
Resources are added to the list, and Nearmap, Reva
Medical, OntheHouseHoldings and Vision Eye
Institute (which recently received a takeover offer
from Pulse Health) will be removed.

Source: Morningstar (for one-year total shareholder
return). Return assumes dividends are reinvested.
Return over one year to July 10, 2015. SP Dow Jones
Indices for ASX 200 total return over one year.
• Tony Featherstone is a former managing editor of
BRW and Shares magazines. All prices and analysis
at July 12, 2015.

Each still has takeover prospects, but the list needs to
be pruned to make way for more resource companies
in this and coming instalments of the takeover report.
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Remember these things to make money with
stocks
by Peter Switzer
With uncertainty being thrown at us from Brussels to
Athens to Beijing and the Shanghai stock market, to
those eternal pessimists called economists to the
worst of all — journalists desperate for a negative
story to get a page one headline, it’s high time I
reminded you of what a professional long-term
investor has to remember.
The unholy alliance of economists and journalists are
scaring you with the prediction of a low-growth
environment. Since 2008 they’ve warned about a
Great Depression, years of low returns from stocks,
the failure of Quantitative Easing, the US taking a
decade to recover, years of high unemployment and
so on.
Needless negativity
Since March 9, 2009, for want of a starting date, if
you stuck with stocks, the S&P/ASX 200 was up 73%
plus six years of dividends, let’s say 27%, so you are
up 100%. And if you took our advice three years ago
to go long dividend stocks, you are up a whole lot
more. So much for needless negativity.
I think low growth will happen in some economies but
others will do better. The post-GFC world is different
and we did avoid a worldwide depression, but many
countries, unlike us, suffered a great recession, and it
takes time to repair balance sheets — corporate,
national and personal — and this will hold back the
kind of growth we saw when the world had unbridled
optimism.

at the Future Fund. She said the numbers all point to
a slow grind higher for growth and while stocks will
head up, it will be slow.
Of course Tanya looked way out when stocks rocked
earlier this year going from 5,161 on December 17
into a Santa Claus rally that rolled into a New Year
surge to top out at 5,982 on April 27. That was 16% in
four months!
But then that old “sell in May and go away, come
back on St. Ledger’s Day” advice worked out right
for this year. Of course, those who made this little
ditty up never knew about the debt dodging dramatics
of the Greeks and the crazy China casino called the
Shanghai Composite. But there were equivalents in
the 19th century when that maxim was created.
Since April 27 our index has gone from 5,982 to
5,492 where we finished on Friday, and we are in the
hands of the Greeks and the EU leaders on whether
we go up or down from here.
The Chinese authorities have virtually said: “No more
speculation, for you,” and as long as the economy
does OK, then the stock market will be ignored, as a
casino should be.
The chart below shows Tanya was right about the
stock market and we all know that our economic
growth has stalled in the 2% band when we need to
be in the 3% band to bring unemployment down,
company profits up and ultimately to push share
prices higher.

Slow growth delivers low inflation, low interest rates
and slowly growing company profits, and so share
price gains are restrained, but they still rise.
At least two years ago I told you how I agreed with
Macquarie Bank’s Tanya Branwhite, who was of
head of Australian Macro Research and who now is
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
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The issues
Graphically the chart shows how we have moved
sideways, and over two years we have moved up,
albeit at a slow pace. And I think this will continue
until we have a number of crucial major economic
issues sorted.
Here they are:
The Greek debt impasse is sorted out;
The green shoots of better European
economic growth get greener and stronger,
which will be affected by the Greek challenge;
China proves, despite its crazy stock market,
that it still can grow around 6-7%;
The US economic recovery is so certain that
the Fed is happy to raise interest rates;
The greenback starts to rise more and our
dollar slips more, though I am happy with the
currency now around 74 US cents plus; and
Other issues, such as Japan’s economic
recovery being more certain, are also
important.
Of course, I am describing a world economy getting
back to normal and, until we get there, slow growth
will prevail but that’s not to say that we have to cope
with market crashes. This could and should be a slow
grind higher as Tanya predicted because the usual
killers of growth and stock markets — inflation and
rising interest rates — look a few years off at this
stage.
Just like our economy, which seems to be grinding
higher, despite the best efforts of economists trying to
get noticed and journalists chasing the
‘doomsayers’, rather than the more optimistic
number crunchers.

They don’t have to impress shareholders or
unit holders quarterly or even annually. Some
people bought BHP at $25 on the basis that it
might be $35 in a few years time, which would
be a 40% gain. If you throw in the dividends of
say 16%, that would be 56% over three years
and an 18% plus per annum return. If it was
four years, we’re talking 15% plus! Get my
thinking? Even if it took eight years, that
would be 9% return, which will clobber term
deposits and annuities.
Buying quality companies on the dips has
been a rewarding investment strategy.
Europe remains the number one preference
for the smarties of the investment world and
provided the Greek negotiations and
aftermath can be contained, then this slow
grind higher should persist.
Stock markets have a good history of passing
their old all-time highs unless they have been
in a bubble, as in the case of Japan and the
Nasdaq Composite. Our all-time high on the
S&P/ASX 200 index was 6,828.70 reached in
November of 2007, and what followed was the
GFC.
On my reckoning we have 25% to go and I am
prepared to back history being right, so long as I
remain cautiously positive about US economic growth
and the rest of the world getting gradually better. And
while I’m waiting, I am pocketing good dividends,
which are miles better than term deposits and I hope
you are too.
My job is to assess the curve balls out there and to
work out whether they are hittable, and at the
moment I think they are. The ones tossed from China
and Greece are tricky but I reckon they are playable,
especially for an old dip-buyer like me.

The essential tools for investors

However, if they start to look unplayable, you will be
the first to know — remember that!

So, provided nothing of a black swan nature comes
along, long-term investors need to remember:

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Want a 25% annual return? Take a deep breath…
by Paul Rickard
Key points
An ASX-quoted fund is similar to an Exchange
Traded Fund (ETF), except its investments
are actively managed. It trades on the same
platform as ETFs and complies with the same
ASX rule set.
The K2 Global Equities Fund (KII) is the
ASX-quoted version of the K2 Global Alpha
Fund.
The K2 Global Alpha Fund boasts of a total
return (after fees) of almost 260% since
inception in November 2009, compared to the
index’s total return of around 99% (the MSCI
AC World in AUD).
As the debate hots up between Listed Investment
Companies (LICs) and ASX-quoted funds, K2 Asset
Management is the latest to launch an ASX quoted
fund, the K2 Global Equities Fund (ASX Code: KII).
This follows the launch last month of Magellan’s
Global Equities Fund (ASX Code: MGE).
What is an ASX-quoted fund?
An ASX-quoted fund is just like an Exchange Traded
Fund (ETF), except that unlike most ETFs, its
investments are actively managed. It trades on the
same platform as ETFs and complies with the same
ASX rule set.
This means that there is a high level of transparency
around the fund’s investments and net asset value,
and market makers have been appointed to provide
liquidity to ensure that units can be bought or sold on
the ASX at a price that is very close to the underlying
net asset value.
ASX-quoted funds use the managed investment
structure and have a responsible entity. On the other
hand, LICs use a company structure.
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Critically, this is a closed structure with a defined
number of shares on issue, while ASX-quoted funds
are open-ended funds. Effectively, the responsible
entity offers for sale new units on the ASX via a
market maker, while at the same time offering to buy
existing units (at a slightly lower price) that will be
redeemed if purchased. Because this involves the
responsible entity taking on market making risk,
ASX-quoted funds are best suited where the
underlying fund’s investments can be easily hedged,
or where there is not a lot of price movement during
Australian market trading hours (for example, a fund
investing in international shares).
For investors, the advantages of investing in
ASX-quoted funds compared to LICs include:
Increased transparency around holdings and
net asset values;
Secondary market trading should be around
the net asset value – no premium or discount;
No listing discounts – placement fees (if any)
to brokers are paid by the responsible entity
(out of their pockets, not unit holders), while
for LICs, these are paid by the company (i.e.
shareholders’ pockets).
Like LICs, investors can buy units in an ASX-quoted
fund through any broker, and will receive a CHESS
holding statement. There is no minimum investment
size (outside the normal ASX requirement of the initial
$500) or application form to complete.
K2 Asset Management
K2 is a global equity fund manager based in
Melbourne. The holding company is listed on the ASX
under stock code KAM, 80% owned by staff and
related parties, and manages $852.2 million, which is
invested in five funds. Since inception in September
1999, its track record as a manager is pretty
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impressive, as the following table attests to:

K2 Global Equities Fund (KII)
KII is the ASX-quoted version of the K2 Global High
Alpha Fund. Its objective is to deliver superior
risk-adjusted returns through the investment cycle
while protecting clients’ capital.
It is an absolute return, variable beta global equities
fund.
This means that the manager attempts to add value
by:
Variable beta – the fund actively adjusts its
net equity exposure – potentially, it could be
100% invested in cash if the investment
climate was unsuitable;
Currency – this is a key driver of performance,
so the manager attempts to position for the
medium term trend; and
Alpha – the manager is a bottom-up stock
picker, identifying stocks that will benefit from
structural change or other major themes or
catalysts, and uses fundamental analysis to
value the stock.
The manager is index or benchmark unaware, has no
country or sector allocation, and allocates capital
dynamically. Typically, the fund will hold 80 to 120
different stocks, but if deemed appropriate, could hold
up to 100% cash. The fund can also buy long and sell
short, and use derivatives in certain situations.
However, it doesn’t use gearing to generate returns.
The K2 Global Alpha Fund has around $57 million in
funds. It boasts of the following performance record –
a total return (after fees) of almost 260% since
inception in November 2009 compared to the index’s
total return of around 99% (the MSCI AC World in
AUD).
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The K2 Global Equities Fund will start with around
$20 million in funds, and is due to list on the ASX on
Monday 20 July. Initially, about 25% to 30% will be
allocated to cash.
Fees
Fees on this fund are not cheap. Including GST, the
total management fee is 2.70% pa – a 2.05% pa
investment management fee, responsible entity fee of
0.06% pa and estimated expense recoveries of
0.59% pa. Further, the investment manager is entitled
to charge a performance fee of 20.5% of the amount
by which the net asset value per unit exceeds the
‘high water mark’.
While admittedly the Magellan Global Fund has quite
a different investment mandate, its base management
fee is by contrast 1.35% pa, with a performance fee
of 10% of any excess return.
Our view
It’s very hard to argue with K2’s track record, and
we really like the style of ASX quoted funds. As in
many things in life, you pay a premium for quality – so
if you’re interested, take a deep breath and consider
K2 for a component of your offshore allocation.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
With international events dominating investor
sentiment and the local reporting season drawing
closer, stockbroking analysts have gone quiet.
This year’s confession session hasn’t drawn out a
large number of eye-catching profit warnings, but
then average forecast in earnings per share for the
ASX200 has over the weeks past declined into
negative territory. One could conclude from this that
expectations in general are low. But the average is
low because of sharp negative results anticipated
from the resources sector.
In the good books
CSR (CSR) was upgraded to Buy from Hold by
Deutsche Bank. Buy/Hold/Sell: 6/1/0 CSR’s recent
price increase suggests the broker’s earnings margin
forecasts for building products may be too
conservative. Hence, Deutsche Bank upgrades
margin estimates to 13%, in line with historical
averages. While there may be some volatility in
aluminium as housing starts are near all-time highs,
the broker has decided to upgrade.

share price upside on equivalent metrics, assuming
the company’s cost-saving goals can be met. While
those goals are ambitious, the broker is warming to
their possible implementation and is assuming 60% of
the target can be met. While acknowledging inherent
volatility in agricultural earnings, the broker sees
sufficient earnings upside potential on a
“look-through” basis to upgrade its Nufarm rating to
Outperform.
Sirius Resources (SIR) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/2/0 Stocks within
the broker’s nickel and copper coverage are trading
at steep discounts to base case valuation. This
implies the market has not accounted for rising
prices, or doubts they will rise. Citi notes Sirius
Resources is trading at a premium to spot however,
providing some acknowledgment of the bullish
fundamentals. Rating is upgraded to Buy, High Risk
from Neutral after a strong depreciation of the share
price in the wake of the Independence Group (IGO)
bid.
In the not-so-good books
Beach Energy (BPT) was downgraded to Sell from
Neutral by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/2/4 Citi expects a
growing shortage of gas versus forecast demand
from 2020-2024, depending on the growth of Cooper
reserves and the cost of development. For Beach,
long-dated growth assets are considered unlikely to
be developed for some time and the company is also
likely to be negatively impacted from lower Cooper JV
production.

Nufarm (NUF) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/5/1 Nufarm
cannot match the patent protection enjoyed by its big
global agricultural chemical peers, but Nufarm’s
comparative lack of profitability suggests significant
Monday 13 July 2015
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CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
Caltex (CTX) was downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by Citi. Buy/Hold/Sell: 2/4/1 Citi acknowledges
strong refining earnings in the first half but one-off
costs have impacted on marketing. First half earnings
guidance is 9.0% below the broker’s estimates.
Given recent share price strength, the upside to the
target is reduced and, as a result, Citi downgrades to
Neutral from Buy. The broker still believes the outlook
for growth will not be challenged in the short term.
Earnings Forecasts

FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
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Super Stock Selectors – it’s all about food
by Penny Pryor
There’s a bit of a food theme in our likes list this
week with Elio D’Amato from Lincoln Indicators
picking Collins Foods, and Ric Spooner from CMC
Markets liking Tassal Group.
Collins Food is an operator, manager and
administrator of restaurants in Australia and Asia,
including KFC, Sizzler and Snag Stand.
D’Amato was impressed by the strong sales growth
in their recent full-year results.
“We continue to view the outlook for the business as
positive as they grow the KFC brand through new
store rollouts and revamp existing restaurants,” he
said.
He was also pleased that the group announced
further consolidation of its restaurants, including the
closure of a Sizzler restaurant.
“The group has signalled that it will look at closing
further restaurants moving forward and this should
free up working capital for other operations.”
And Spooner says that consumer staples, like salmon
farmer Tassal Group, are a good place to be when
consumers get cautious.
“Meat prices have recently increased as the weaker
$A sees exports improve. Tassal, on the other hand,
competes against imported salmon so a weaker
dollar should improve its sales. Recent deals with
Woolworths and Aldi have also improved visibility on
sales security over the next one to three year period,”
he says.

Our dislikes list is pretty much dominated by
resource-related companies, as the general outlook
for that sector is poor. But, as Tony Featherstone
points out today, that does make it ripe for the M&A
picking.
Most of our super stock selectors cite the downside
risk of commodity prices – especially oil and iron ore
– but there are also other factors at play as chartist
Gary Stone points out with his dislike of Beach
Energy.
“Beach Energy’s share price has fallen below a
support and is heading for the 80c – 85c support
zone. If this doesn’t hold then the next support zone
below that is way down at around 70c,” he says.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
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Some softening in property markets
by Staff Reporter
Auction markets softened a little for the third week in
a row, with the preliminary clearance rate coming in
at 76.2% compared to 76.8% last week.
Despite this downward trend, the auction rate is still
significantly higher than the 67.2% clearance rate at
the same time last year.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Source: Domain
Sydney
Source: CoreLogic RP Data
Melbourne
Melbourne’s auction market remains relatively
stable, with this week’s preliminary clearance rate of
78.2% just shy of last week’s 78.6%.
According to CoreLogic RP Data, the best performing
sub region was the Outer East – the only region with
a clearance rate over 90% – at 95.6%.
Australian Property Monitors (APM) recorded a
median selling price of $655,000 across 433 reported
auctions.
The most expensive property was a four-bedroom
penthouse just metres from Sandringham beach,
which went for $3.3 million.
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Sydney’s auction clearance rate was 81.0% this
week compared to last week’s result of 82.0%, and
75.6% at the same time last year.
CoreLogic RP Data notes that of the six auctions
reported across the Outer West and Blue Mountains
region, all properties were sold. The next best
performing sub-region was the Inner West, with a
preliminary clearance rate of 90.1%.
APM recorded a median selling price of $972,500
across 472 reported auctions.
The power of selling at auction carried the winning bid
of Sydney’s most expensive property to $4.45
million. This Chiswick property is a three-bedroom
house, which looks over Five Dock Bay and the city
skyline.
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Source: Domain
Forget about bubble territory
If you’re worried about downward trends and slipping
property prices in the near future, take solace in the
assessment of Charles Tarbey, Chairman at Century
21 Australia.
Tarbey told Switzer Home Loans that current housing
supply and interest rate levels, which have a strong
impact on the Australian housing market, will keep
prices from tumbling.
“Some commentators have recently argued that
there is a large amount of housing supply in the
planning stage. This may be the case and housing
supply may be due to pick up in the future, but that
does not help the problem of short supply that is
currently being experienced in many areas,” he says.
“There is a substantial difference between houses to
be sold in the future, and houses that are for sale
right now.”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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